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PREFACE AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

During my stay in Kasempa District, Zambia, in the period 1967-1969, which was in connection with a project of the Organisation of Netherlands Volunteers (SNV), I became acquainted with the practical problems related to rural development in a very thinly populated part of Central Africa. Programmes initiated by the Zambian government aimed at the regrouping of dispersed villages into resettlement areas and the introduction of new agricultural methods, met with opposition from the population and had little success. However, concentration and permanent settlement of population, together with an increase in market production, could be observed to take place in certain parts of the region. Research into these problems has resulted in the present study.

It was prompted, moreover, by the wish to examine a process of change over a longer period and to compile data on the Kaonde inhabitants and on Kasempa District, which have been dealt with in a few publications only.

In 1968 and 1969 initial research was carried out into population distribution, village relocations and social structure. In 1972 a short visit was brought to the region to collect material about Kaonde oral tradition and Kaonde clangroups, as well as the history of the district during the colonial period. In 1978 (September-December) the author was enabled to carry out further research, investigating recent developments. It was this final stage of field-work which made it possible to complete this study.

I am obliged to many people and institutions for their cooperation and encouragement. Mr. Nathan Kubikisha greatly assisted me both in 1968/69 and in 1978 gathering data and interviewing villagers and farmers. His knowledge of and insight into his own society were invaluable. Mr. Jersey Sandasanda Jipampala, one of the first Kaonde primary school
teachers in Kasempa District, awakened my interest in Kaonde oral tradition and gave me important information. I shall not easily forget his sense of humor and his gift for oratory, which he used so convincingly in front of the class-room as well as during public gatherings. The many conversations with Headman Kasomeno Kalusa, other headmen and villagers in Southeast Kasempa were invariably most pleasant and I feel grateful for the openness they all showed in discussing village matters with a continually questioning, inquisitive foreigner. My indebtedness is also to the late Senior Chief Samushi Kasempa and the present Senior Chief Kasempa Mushitala, as well as to the Chiefs Ingwe, Kizela and Mushina for their help. Many farmers around Kasempa Centre provided me with information on their farming enterprises; without wishing to exclude many others, I would especially like to mention Messrs. Mutwane, Mfundambo, Makalino, Tolopa and at the farmers' settlement schemes Mr. Matunga, Mr. Ntambo, and Mrs. Mpande. I received much cooperation from the Zambian government, especially I would like to thank the District Governor Mr. J.K. Munkena, the District Agricultural Officer Mr. P.C. Watambwa, and Mr. N. Sivile, project manager at the farmers' settlement schemes.

I am very much obliged for the help and hospitality extended to me in the home of Mr. W.R. Berendsen, as well as at the Mukinge hospital and mission, particularly by Dr. J.R. Foulkes, Mrs. M. Harstine and Mr. J.L. Wright, the last-mentioned having given me valuable advice on Kaonde vernacular and proverbs. I also make grateful mention of the Institute for African Studies, the Rural Development Studies Bureau and the Department of Geography, University of Zambia, Lusaka, for the assistance received.

A special debt of gratitude I owe to the Royal Tropical Institute, which enabled me to complete this study within the framework of their research programme on rural and regional development in tropical countries; it is especially Ir. F. Deeleman, Chairman of the Executive Board, and Dr. P.J. van Dooren, Head of the Department of Social
Research, who gave me their support and encouragement. A grant from the Netherlands Foundation for the Advancement of Tropical Research (WOTRO) enabled me to conduct the research done in Zambia in 1978, and a subsidy from the Ministry of Education made it possible to translate the Dutch manuscript of this book into English.

Of the many people in the Netherlands who have given me the benefit of their assistance and advice, I would like foremost to mention Professor Dr. H.D. de Vries Reilingh, my mentor at the University of Amsterdam, whose interest in this study and friendly counsel have been a major stimulus throughout my work. I am indebted to Professor Dr. W.F. Heinemeijer, the supervisor of this dissertation, for his guidance and Dr. D.G. Jongmans for the many stimulating discussions on and his critical analysis of various chapter drafts. Dr. W.M.J. van Binsbergen, Drs. L.M. van den Berg, Drs. D. Klusman, Mr. R.J. Short and Ir. J.R. Terbijhe most generously let me have the benefit of their expertise, each in their own discipline, concerning the land and people of Zambia. The Stichting Nederlandse Vrijwilligers (SNV) gave me much assistance in Zambia and in the Netherlands, where I was allowed to consult reports on their projects, especially I would like to thank Mr. P. van Diest for his help. Many are those who were associated with the final preparation of this publication: special thanks are due to Mrs. L. Therkorn for the translation, Mrs. A.L. van den Bovenkamp, Mrs. R.B. de Graaf and Mrs. F.G.C. Rincker for preparing the final typewritten text, Mr. H.M. van Groos, University of Amsterdam, for drawing the figures, Mr. S. Pronk, for making photographs of the Kaonde objects, (most of them in the collections of the Tropical Museum), and Messrs. A.G.C. van der Pol and C.A. Brinkman for preparing reproductions.

To my wife Hanneke and to Henriet, David and Esther, my children, I am grateful for their patience during the writing of this book.

To my Kaonde friends: 'Mutende mwane, twasanta bingi' (peace to you and thank you very much).

Baarn, 30th November 1980